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1 IntroductionWe are interested in the evaluation problem for quanti�ed Boolean formulas , that means todetermine whether a formula Q1z1 : : :Qnzn(�1 ^ : : :^�n) is true, where Q is either 9 or 8 and�i is a propositional clause. It is well known that the evaluation problem is PSPACE{complete[StM 73] and that subclasses are decidable in polynomial time. A linear time algorithm forquanti�ed Boolean formulas with clauses of at most 2 variables only can be found in [APT 78].Motivated by the possibility of several natural query{like extensions of standard Prolog, in[KKBS 87] a cubic time algorithm for quanti�ed Horn formulas has been established basedon a generalized unit resolution for such formulas. We adept this approach and introduce ageneralized resolution, called Q{resolution. A Q{resolution is an ordinary resolution, whereonly existential variables can be matched and additionally, each universal variable of a clause,for which no existential variable exists in that clause occuring after the universal variable in thepre�x, is omitted. We prove that Q{resolution is complete and sound for quanti�ed Booleanformulas.If we restrict Q{resolution to Q{unit resolution, where one of the clauses contains one exis-tential variable and arbitrarily many universal variables, analogously to Horn formulas, thecompleteness and soundness for quanti�ed Horn formulas is shown.A natural extension are formulas, where the universal literals of a clause can be arbitrary,but the existential literals are in Horn form. We will see that for this class, called extendedquanti�ed Horn formulas, the evaluation problem is coNP{complete, but stringly the Q{unitresolution remains complete and sound.As mentioned above the evaluation problem for quanti�ed Horn formulas is solvable in poly-nomial time. Based on simpli�cation rules, which transform quanti�ed Horn formulas in lineartime to Horn formulas with pre�x 89, we improve the upper bound of the evaluation problem.In the last chapter we will investigate sets of Horn formulas denoted as multi Horn formulas. Wewill show that the satis�ability problem of multi Horn formulas, i.e. each of the Horn formulasis satis�able, is closely related to the evaluation problem for quanti�ed Horn formulas.2 Generalized ResolutionWe demand for technical reasons, that quanti�ed formulas are of the form8x19y1 : : :8xk�19yk�18xk(�1 ^ : : :^ �n), wherefor all i (1 � i � k) xi = xni�1+1; :::; xni with n0 = 0,for all i (1 � i < k) yi = ymi�1+1; :::; ymiand �1; :::; �n clauses.Further we assume that all variables occuring in �1; :::; �n are bounded and no variable appearspositive and negative in some �i.We say a literal L1 is before a literal L2, if the variable of L1 occurs in the order of the pre�xbefore the variable of L2 and we write clauses in the form (L1 _ :::_ Lt), where Li�1 is beforeLi for 1 < i � t. An X � literal (resp. Y � literal) is a literal of the form xl or xl (resp. ylor yl). A pure X � clause is a non{tautological clause consisting exclusively of X-literals. Inparticular the empty clause t is a pure X-clause.Looking for the desired resolution operation we can observe the following:2



If a non{tautological clause with universal variables only appears in the quanti�ed Booleanformula, then the formula is false. Thus, a pure X{clause can be replaced by the empty clause.A formula 9y1 : : :yn(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m) is false i� ordinary resolution leads to the empty clause.That means existential variables will be matched. Therefore we willl restrict the resolution inthe case of clauses with existential and universal variables to existential literals only.If a clause contains an existential variable and a universal variable x not before an existentialvariable, then the universal variable x can be removed without e�ect to the truth of the formula.Hence, we will remove all universal variables of a resolvent which are not before an existentialvariable of the resolvent.A more technical problem are the tautological clauses. The ordinary resolution may lead totautological clauses, but in order to generate the empty clause they are not useful. For thesake of the simplicity we assume that quanti�ed boolean formulas doesn`t contain tautologicalclauses and we will forbid tautological resolvents.Now we introduce our generalized resolution operation, called Q{resolution:De�nition (1)a: Let � be a non{tautological X{clause, then we replace � by the empty clause.b: Let �1 a clause with Y-literal yl and �2 a clause with Y-literal yl, then the resolvent � of�1 and �2 is obtained as follows:1. Remove all occurences of yl and yl in �1 _ �2.2. Remove all occurences of X-literals, that are not before any Y-literal occuring in thedisjunction.3. If the resulting clause contains complementary literals, then no resolvent exists. Other-wise the resulting clause is the resolvent.Comparing ordinary resolution with Q{resolution, we see that only literals bounded by ex-istential quanti�ers can be matched and universal variables not before an Y-literal will beeliminated.Example:8x1x29y1y28x3((x1 _ x2 _ y1 _ y2 _ x3) ^ (x1 _ y1) ^ (x2 _ y2) ^ (x1 _ y2))The following Q{resolution steps can be performed:(x1 _ x2 _ y1 _ y2 _ x3); (x2 _ y2) j Q�Res (x1 _ x2 _ y1)(x1 _ y2); (x2 _ y2) j Q�Res twhere j Q�Res denotes the application of Q{resolution steps.It is well known that resolution is complete and sound for propositional formulas in CNF, i.e.a formula 9y1 : : :yn (�1 ^ : : : ^ �n) is false i� the empty clause can be derived by resolutionapplied to �1^ :::^�n. A similar result will be shown for Q{resolution and quanti�ed Booleanformulas.Theorem 2.1 A quanti�ed Boolean formula � = 8x19y2 : : :9yk�18xk(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m) is falsei� � j Q�Res t. 3



Proof: At �rst we assume � is false and show by induction that the empty clause can begenerated by Q{resolution.If k = 2 then � is of the form 9y1 : : :ym18x1 : : :xn1(�1 ^ : : :^ �m).We can omitt all occurences of xi-variables and obtain an equivalent formula9y1 : : :y1(�01 ^ : : :^ �0m). Since in that case Q{resolution equals ordinary resolution and reso-lution is complete the empty clause can be derived.Let be k = 3 and the formula of the form� = 8x1 : : :xn19y1 : : :ym18xn1+1 : : :xn2(�1 ^ : : :^ �m).Now let �0 (resp. �1) be the formula obtained by removing all clauses with literals x1 (resp.x1)and omitting all literals x1 (resp. x1). That means �0 is the formula with assignment x1 = 1and �1 the formula with assignment x1 = 0.Since � is false at least one of �0 and �1 is false. Without loss of generality let �0 be false.Then by induction on (n1) and the induction hypothesis (k=2) the empty clause is derivableby Q{resolution starting with �0. If we add the removed x1-occurences in clauses of �0, thenno literal x1 occurs. Thus we can generated the empty clause.Let be k > 3 then the formula is of the form 9 y1 : : :ym1 8x2 : : :9yk�18xk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m).If m1 = 1 then let �1 (resp. �0) be the formula which we obtain by an assignment y1 = 1(resp. y1 = 0). By the induction hypothesis (k) it yields �1 j Q�Res t and �0 j Q�Res t.Hence we see that � j Q�Res (t or y1) and � j Q�Res (t or y1). Therefore we can conclude� j Q�Res t.For m1 > 1 again we assign y1 = 1 (resp. y1 = 0) and obtain by means of the inductionhypothesis (k;m1) that the empty clause is derivable.Altogether we have shown that the empty clause is derivable, if the formula � is false.To prove the converse direction it su�ces to show the following :Let � = 8x19y2 : : :9yk�18xk(�1 ^ :::^�m) a quanti�ed formula and � a clause derivable by anQ{resolution of �i and �j , then 8x19y2 : : :8xk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m ^ �) is true, if � is true. That isobvious, which can be seen by considering the de�nition of Q{resolution.q.e.d.3 Q{Unit{ResolutionAnalogously to the case of unit{resolution for ordinary resolution we can de�ne a Q{unitresolution. A clause � is called a Y � unit clause if � contains exactly one Y{literal andarbitrarily many X{literals. A positive Y{unit clause is a unit clause with a positive Y{literal.De�nition (2) The Q{unit{resolution ( Q{U{Res) is a Q{resolution, where one of the clausesis a positive Y{unit clause.The Q{unit{resolution is useful not only for quanti�ed Horn formulas, but for an extensionof quanti�ed Horn formulas too. As we will see the X{part of the clauses can be arbitrarilygiven, whereas the Y{part must be in Horn form.De�nition (3) A formula � = 8x19y1 : : :8xk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m) is an extended quanti�ed Hornformula, if for each �i the Y{part is a Horn clause, i.e. the clause without all X{literals is a4



Horn clause.Theorem 3.1 The Q{unit{resolution is complete and sound for extended quanti�ed Horn for-mulas.Proof: We show, that a formula � is false i� the empty clause can be derived from � byQ{unit{resolution. Since Q{unit resolution is a restriction of Q{resolution it su�ces to provethat the empty clause is derivable, if � is false.Let U = f xw : w is a Y{literal, x disjunction of X{literals, � `Q�U�Res xw g be the set ofderivable Y{unit clauses, i.e. clauses containing exactly one Y{literal.Let a = a1; : : : ; ak be an arbitrary assignment of the X{variables x1; : : : ; xnk . Then we de�nethe assignment bi for the variable yi as follows: If there is some Y{unit clause xyi in U that isnot true under the partial assignment of x, then let bi equal 1. In all other cases we de�ne biequal 0.Now we will show, that � is true under the above assignment, if the empty clause isn`t derivable.For each clause � in �, let t be the number of Y{literals occuring in �. If t=1 and the emptyclause isn`t derivable, then the clause � is in U and true under the assignment.Now we want to treat clauses with t > 1. Because of the Horn property � must contain anegative Y{literal yi. Let x be the X{part of the clause �. We asssume � is false under theassignment, that means bi = 1. Hence there is some Y{unit clause x1yi in U, such that x1 isfalse for a. Since the X{part x of � and x1 are false, no X{literal occurs positive and negativein (x _ x1). Therefore Q{unit resolution can be applied to � and x1yi obtaining a clause�� = (: : : [x; x1] : : :). [x; x1] denotes the resulting disjunction of the X{part x and x1.Since �� contains t{1 Y{literals we can apply the induction hypothesis with �� and obtain ourdesired result � is true. q.e.d.Theorem 3.2 There exist quanti�ed extended Horn formulas �t (t � 1) of length 18t + 1,which are false and a refutation to the empty clause requires at least 2t Q{resolution steps.Proof:The formula �t is de�ned as follows:9y0y1y01 8x19y2y02 8x29y3y03 : : :8xt�19yty0t8xt9yt+1 : : :yt+t(�y0) ^(y0  y1y01) ^(y1  x1y2y02) ^ (y01  �x1y2y02) ^(y2  x2y3y03) ^ (y02  �x2y3y03) ^... ...... ...(yt�1  xt�1yty0t) ^ (y0t�1  �xt�1yty0t) ^(yt  xtyt+1 : : :yt+t) ^ (y0t  �xtyt+1 : : :yt+t) ^5



(x1yt+1) ^ : : :^ (xtyt+t) ^(�x1yt+1) ^ : : :^ (�xtyt+t)As easily can be seen, each positive y{unit clause with y{literal yi(y0i) (i = 1 : : : t) is of the form�x1�x2 : : :�xi�1y0. and is obtained by Q{unit{resolution in at least 2t�i steps. So each of y1 od y01is obtained in at least 2t�1 steps leading to the empty clause in at least 2t Q{unit{resolutionsteps. (This also shows the falsity of �t)A gain in complexity by using unrestricted Q{resolution would result from the merging ofliterals form the two parents of a resolution step. But each clause with head yi(y0i), that is noy{unit, contains xi( �xi) and at least one yj or y0j , that is no y{unit, contains xi( �xi) and at leastone yj or y0j with j > i in the body.So, if one has resolved a clause containing yiy0i in the body with a clause with head yi(y0i), thatis no y{unit the resolvent contains y0ixi(yi�xi) and all y0j of the clause with head yi(y0i) withj > i.There is no possibility to use the resolvent in a resolution step with a clause with head y0i(yi)before all y0j with j > i are "resolved away", so that the blocking xi(�xi) is deleted. That means,that even if the clause with head y0i has the same y0j(j > i) in the body as the clause with headyi no merging is possible and the same y0j have to be "resolved away" a second time.Since (�y0) is the only negative clause in �t, one has to resolve with a clause containing y1y01in the body. That means one has to resolve upon y2 and y02 when x1y2y02 is introduced in theresolution tree and again when �x1y2y02 is introduced, one has to resolve upon y3y03 four lines(when x1x2, x1�x2, �x1x2 and �x1�x2 is introduced) and so on.This results in at least 2t Q{resolution steps.Theorem 3.3 The evaluation problem for extended quanti�ed Horn formulas with pre�x 89is coNP{complete.Proof: That the falsity of an extended quanti�ed Horn formula can be decided nondetermin-istically in polynomial time is obvious. Thus the evaluation problem belongs to coNP and thecompleteness remains to show.We will associate to each formula � = �1 ^ : : : ^ �n in 3{CNF an extended quanti�ed Hornformula, such that the propositional formula � is satis�able i� the extended quanti�ed Hornformula is false.To each clause �i = (Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3) with literals Lij we associate three clauses �i1 = (Li1 _yi); �i2 = (Li2 _ yi) and �i3 = (Li3 _ yi).Then we de�ne � := 8x1 : : :xs9y1 : : :yn((y1 _ : : :_ yn)^ �11 ^ �12 ^ : : :^ �n3), where x1; : : :xsare the variables of the propositional formula �.If � is false, then it yields � `Q�Res t. Since for each i one of the clauses �i1 or �i2 or �i3 mustbe matched, there is some Liji in �i, such that fL1j1 ; : : :Lnjn g doesn`t contain complementaryliterals. Thus, we can de�ne a truth assignment I for � choosing I(Liji)=1.In the converse direction let � be satis�able. Then there is some truth assignment I , such thatI(�) = 1.Hence, for each i there is some literal Liji with I(Liji ) = 1. Now we can apply thethe Q{resolution to � obtaining the empty clause as follows:6



(�y1 _ : : :_ �yn); (L1j1 _ y1) j Q�Res (L1j1 _ �y2 _ : : : _ �yn); (L2j2 _ �y2) j Q�Res � � � j Q�Res(L1j1 _ : : :_ Lnjn�1 _ yn); (Lnjn _ yn) j Q�Res t.Since the satis�ability problem for 3{CNF is NP{complete and the transformation can beperformend in polynomial time, we have proved our desired result. q.e.d.In the remainder of this chapter we will give some simpli�cation rules, which transform inlinear time quanti�ed Horn formulas in equivalent Horn formulas with pre�x 8x9y.Let � be the formula 8x19y1 : : :9yk�18xk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m).At �rst we associate to each clause �j the clause �j(Y ) omitting all X{literals and de�ne�(Y ) = �1(Y ) ^ : : : ^ �m(Y ). The formula �(Y ) can be divided into NEG(�(Y)), the set ofclauses with negated literals only, and REST(�(Y)) = �(Y) - NEG(�(Y)).Furthermore Unit(�(Y)) := f y : REST(�(Y)) j= y g is the set of literals, which are conse-quences of clauses with at least one positive literal.Unit(�(Y)) can be computed in O(n) time adepting the linear time algorithm for the satis�a-bility problem for Horn formulas cf. [DoGa 84].The simpli�cation rules are de�ned as follows: Let Unit(�(Y)) = f yi1 ; : : : ; yir g be given.For each clause �i we consider the following two cases:Case 1 : �i = (xi1yi1 : : : xiryirxpyjykxj1yj1 : : :xjtyjt).If Ai := fyi1 ; : : :yir ; yk; yj1 ; : : :yjtg � Unit(�(Y))then replace �i by �i :=(xi1 : : : xirxpyi1 : : : yiryjykyj1 : : : yjt)else delete �i.If Ai 6� Unit(�(Y)) then some of the Y{Literals yt (t 6= j) can`t be eliminated by the Q{unitresolution. Hence � is false i� � � �i is false. If Ai � Unit(�(Y)), we can apply each Y{unitclause xyp, yp 2 Ai to �i, because x consists of negative X{literals only. Since X{literals notbefore any Y{literals will be deleted, �i can be replaced by �i.Case 2 : �i = fxi1yi1 : : : xisyisxt1xtxt2yj1xj1 : : :yjrxjrgif Ai = fyi1 ; : : : ; yis ; yj1 ; : : : ; yjrg � Unit(�(Y))then replace �i by �i := (xtyj1 : : :yjr )else delete �iIt yields, the Y{part of �i is in NEG(�(Y)). If Ai 6� Unit(�(Y)), then the empty clause can`t beobtained by means of �i, because some of the Y{literals of �i remain. Hence we can delete �i.If Ai � Unit(�(Y)), then the only problem arises with the X{literals xt. Since all X{literals ofclauses with Y{part in REST�(Y)) are negative, we can omitt all negative X{literals di�erentfrom xt in �i. Furthermore, if �i is used to generate the empty clause, at �rst we can matchthe Y{literals yj1 ; : : : ; yjr . If a Y{unit with positive Y{literals yi1 ; : : : ; yis is applied to �i, thenno xt{literal occurs in the unit{clause, because X{literals not before a Y{literal are removed.Therefore we can move the literal xt before each Y{literal.7



Altogether we have clauses, where the remaining X{literals are before the Y{literals. Thereforewe can rearrange the pre�x and obtain a formula�SR := 8x9y(�1 ^ : : :^ �m).for which the following theorem yields.Theorem 3.4 Let � be a quanti�ed Horn formula, then � is true i� �SR is true.The computation of Unit(�(Y)) can be done in linear time and the required time for thesimpli�cation depends linearly on the length of the clauses. We can store Unit(�(Y)) in anarray [a1; : : : ; at], where t is the number of Y{variables and aj = 1, if yj 2 Unit(�(Y)) andaj = 0 otherwise.Lemma 3.5 Each quanti�ed Horn formula � can be simpli�ed in linear time. The resultingquanti�ed Horn formula �SR is of the form 8x9y(�1 ^ : : :^ �m) with clauses xiy and xyyj.On the basis of the simpli�cation we can improve the upper bound for the evaluation problemfor quanti�ed Horn formulas.Theorem 3.6 The evaluation problem for quanti�ed Horn formulas can be decided in O(rn)time, where n is length of the formula and r is the number of X{variables occuring positive inthe formula.Proof: We simplify � and obtain in linear time a formula �SR of the form 8x9y(�1^ : : :^�m)with clauses xiy and xyyj . We can assume that no pure X{clause exists, otherwise � is false.Without loss of generality x1; : : : ; xr are the X{variables with positive occurence in �SR. Nowlet �SR(i) be de�ned as follows�SR(i) = fyj9j : �j = xiyg [ fyj9j : �j = yg [ fyyj9j : �j = xyy and xi not in xg.Then it yields: � is false i� �SR is false i� there is some i, such that �SR(i) isn`t satis�able.The satis�ability of �SR(i) can be decided in linear time applying the linear algorithm for Hornformulas [DoGa 84]. Altogether we require O(rn) time, where n is the length of the formula.q.e.d.4 Multi Horn FormulasIn this chapter we present a problem which is in a certain sense equivalent to the evaluationproblem for quanti�ed Horn formulas. This problem is concerned with sets of formulas. Whenwe are dealing with a set of formulas sometimes some formulas have clauses in common andtherefore we can store those clauses once and add an index to the clause indicating to whichformula the clause belongs.An index�clause is a tuple ([i1; : : : ; im]; �), where � is a clause and [i1; : : : im] is a list of naturalnumbers i1 < i2 < : : : < im. A multi Horn formula � with Index Ind(�) = f1; : : : ; mg isa conjunction of index{Horn clauses (I1; �1) ^ : : : ^ (In; �n) and Ind(�) = fi j 9j : i 2 Ijg.8



The Horn formula �(i) of a multi Horn formula � is de�ned as follows: �(i) := f�j j (Ij ; �j)index-clause of �; i 2 IjgExample:� = f([1]; A1); ([2];A2); ([2; 3];A1 _A2); ([1; 2]; A1 _A3); ([3];A2 _ A4); ([2; 3];A3)gis a multi Horn formula with Ind(�) = f1; 2; 3g and with formulas�(1) = fA1; A1 _A3g�(2) = fA2; A1 _A2; A1 _ A3; A3g�(3) = fA1 _A2; A2 _ A4; A3g.One typical problem is the satis�ability problem for multi Horn formulas.SAT (Multi Horn) := f� multi Horn j 8i 2 Ind(�) : �i 2 SATgAs immediatly can be seen the formula given in the above example belongs to SAT (Multi Horn).Since the sati�ability problem for Horn formulas can be solved in linear time obviously thesatis�ability of a multi Horn formula � can be decided in O(mn) time, where n is the lengthof � and m = jInd(�)j.Since an quanti�ed Horn formula can be transformed in linear time into a formula with 3{clauses only, we restrict ourselves in the following to multi Horn formulas with 3{clauses only.Then we can improve the above mentioned upper bound for SAT (Multi Horn).Lemma 4.1 3 � SAT (Multi Horn) is solvable in linear time for multi Horn formulas withindex{clauses.Proof: Let be given a multi Horn formula �. We replace each index{clause ([i1; : : : ir]; �i)by ([i1]; �i) ^ : : : ^ ([ir]; �i). Then the resulting formula �� has a length O(length(�)) andeach clause belongs to exactly one ��(i). Thus we have separated �� obtaining jInd(�)j Hornformulas, each of them decidable in linear time.q.e.d.Instead of index{lists containing the indices to which a clause belongs, we can list the com-plement, that means for Ind(�) = f1; : : : ; mg and a index{clause (I; �) we can write (Ic; �),where Ic := [1; : : : ; m]� I . Such clauses are called index� complement� clauses and in orderto obtain short expressions, in the following we allow both representations.Example:� = f([1; 2]; �1); ([2]c; �2); ([1; 3]; �3); ([1]; �4); ([2]c; �5)g and Ind(�) = f1; 2; 3; 4g is a multiHorn formula with�(1) = f�1; �2; �3; �4; �5g�(2) = f�1g�(3) = f�2; �3; �5g�(4) = f�2; �5gIn chapter 2 we have investigated simpli�cation rules for quanti�ed Horn formulas obtainingin linear time a formula of the form � = 8x9y(�1 ^ : : :^�r) with clauses (xi_ y) or (xi1 _ : : :_xiq _ y _ yjt) Furthermore we can assume that no X{literal occurs positive or negative only in�.Transformation 1: 9



Let be given 8x1 : : :xs9y1 : : :yt(�1 ^ : : : ^ �r), then the associated multi Horn formula � isconstructed a follows:If a pure Y{clause �i exists then Ind(�) := f0; : : : ; sgelse Ind(�) := f1; : : : ; sgandif �i = (xi _ y) then m(�i) := ([i]; y)if �i = (xi1 _ : : :_ xiq _ y _ ys) then m(�i) := ([i1; : : : ; iq]c; y _ ys)if �i contains no X{literals then m(�i) := ([]c; �i)and m(�) := (m(�1) ^ : : :^m(�m))Theorem 4.2 Each quanti�ed Horn formula � = 8x9y(�1 ^ : : :�m) is true i� the associatedmulti Horn formula m(�) is in SAT (Multi Horn).Proof: Let � be the formula 8x1 : : :xs9y1 : : :yt(�1 ^ : : : �m). We abbreviatePos(0) := f�j� clause in � without X{literals and negative Y{literals only g,Neg(0) := f�j� clause in � with one positive Y{literal and without X{literals g and for eachi > 0:Neg(i) := fx� clause in � j x contains xi gPos(i) := fxiy j xiy clause in �gThen � is false i� � j Q�U�Res t i� there is some iK(i) := Pos(i) [ Pos(0) [ Neg(0)[j 6=i Neg(j) j Q�U�Res t.Thus we have sets of clauses K(i) for which the X-part does`nt play any role.The associated index clauses to K(i) are exactly the Horn formulas m(�(i)):(xiy) 2 Pos(i) : ([i]; y)(y) 2 Pos(0) : ([]c; y)(yy) 2 Neg(0) : ([]c; yy)(xj1 : : :xjryy) 2 Neg(j)(j 6= i) : ([j1; : : : jr]c; yy).Obviously m(�)(i) isn't satis�able i� K(i) j Q�U�Res t.Hence we have proved � is true i� m(�) is in SAT(Multi Horn).q.e.d.Each quanti�ed Horn formula can be transformed in linear time in a formula with clausesof at most 3 literals. By lemma 3.5 the formula can be simpli�ed in linear time obtaining apre�x 8x9y and 3{clauses. Then we can associate a multi Horn formula with 3{clauses too.By theorem 4.2 the resulting Horn formula is in 3{SAT(Multi Horn) i� the quanti�ed Hornformula is true.Corollary 4.3 We can compute in linear time to each quanti�ed Horn formula � a multiHorn formula m(�), such that � is true i� m(�) is in 3{SAT(Multi Horn).By theorem 4.1 the problem 3{SAT(Multi Horn) is solvable in linear time, if the formulacontains index{clauses only. In the case of index{complement{clauses used in tranformation1, it is not known, whether a linear time algorithm exists. Since this problem is directly10



related to the evaluation problem for quanti�ed Horn formulas, a linear algorithm for multiHorn formulas with index and index{complement clauses would imply a linear algorithm forthe evaluation problem.In the other direction each multi Horn formula can be described in terms of quanti�ed Hornformulas with pre�x 8x9y.Transformation 2:Let � be a multi Horn formula (I1c; �1)^ : : :^ (Isc; �s)^ (Is+1; �s+1)^ : : :^ (Ir; �r) and indexset Ind(�) = f1; : : : ; mg, then we associate with � the quanti�ed Horn formula � as follws:Without loss of generality we assume that �1; : : : ; �r contain the variables y1; : : : ; yp.For each clause �i with negative literals only and representation (Iic; �i) we replace Iic byIi := I � Iic obtaining (Ii; �i)and for each clause �i with some positive literal and representation (Ii; �i) we replace Ii byIic = I � Ii obtaining (Iic; �i).Then we de�ne for each (Ii; �i) (note: �i contains negative Y{literals only)if Ii = [i1; : : : ; ip] then �i1 = xi1�i; : : : ; �ip = xip�iand for each (Iic; �i) (�i contains some positive Y{literal):if Iic = [i1; : : : ; ip]c then �i1 = xi1 : : :xip�iand � := 8x1 : : :xm9y1 : : :9yp(�11 ^ : : :^ �rp).Obviously it yields: � is true i� � is in SAT(Multi Horn), because the previous transformationfrom quanti�ed Horn formulas to multi Horn formulas applied to � leads to �.q.e.d.5 ConclusionWe have introduced a complete and sound resolution operation directly applicable to quanti-�ed Boolean formulas. For propositional formulas in conjunctive normal form Haken[Ha 85]has shown that ordinary resolution requires exponential time. Since Q { resolution is a gener-alization of ordinary resolution, obviously for a false formula at least exponential many clausesmust be generated. Because of the PSPACE { completeness of the evaluation problem it wouldbe interesting to prove essentially larger lower bound for our resolution operation.
11
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